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FLYING CREATURE

The l i fe of the other, the l i fe that is not our own, is also our l i fe, since whatever 
sense ‘our’ l i fe has is derived precisely from this social i ty, this being already, 
and from the start,  dependent on a world of others, constituted in and by a so-
cial world. 
JUDITH BUTLER, Precarious Life and the Obligations of Cohabitation 

 
Towards the end of The Invisible Voice you f i lm a caterpi l lar,  suspended from 
an invisible thread. This l i tt le f lying creature makes an interruption in the f i lm, 
which is otherwise focused on the role of professional prompters in theatre. The 
caterpi l lar makes us stop in our tracks as viewers—as you must have, encoun-
tering it  on a walk through the forest. You told me that you had been struck 
by the caterpi l lar’s lack of alarm, despite your presence and camera. It  almost 
danced in the end, you said, as i f  enjoying the attention. Each aware of the 
other, you shared a moment in place and t ime. 
Sensing the presence of another, theatr ical prompters sit  nestled in fake fol iage, 
or within a box bui lt  into the stage f loor, l istening and looking at the actors abo-
ve. While inhabit ing the i l lusion on stage, actors sense a kind of invisible thread 
that secures them to the prompter below. If  they forget a l ine, they are helped 
by the prompter’s invisible voice. The ‘thread’ thus both secures a bond of trust 
between actor and prompter, and suspends disbel ief—so that the i l lusion of the-
atre holds f irm.

PAUSE

A wait that measures the distance between two interlocutors [ . . . ]  a separation, 
f issure or interval that leaves him inf initely outside me, but also requires that I 
found my relat ion with him upon this very interruption which is an interruption of 
being. 
MAURICE BLANCHOT, The Inf inite Conversation 

I f  the thread that connects actors and prompters is woven with intuit ive trust, 
knowing when to pul l  on it  and when to leave it  slack is vital.  To wait,  l isten, 
and sense when to speak: how we relate to others is bound up with how we ex-
pose ourselves to them and al low ourselves to be interrupted and affected. One 
of the prompters in your f i lm describes the way she lets herself be moved by the 
performance, al l  the while aware of the actors and whether they need help. This 
is a relat ion founded upon interval,  patience and intuit ion—and spatial ised along 
vectors peculiar to theatre



LIGHT
slides as i f  through a sl i t  in the middle of shadows. Clarity endlessly plunges into 
obscurity. […] For ages there have been places where what is seen is inside: a 
cel l ,  a sacristy, a crypt, a church, a theatre, a study, or a print room. The Baroque 
invests in al l  of these places. The Baroque world is organized along two vectors. 
What is Baroque is this dist inction and division into two levels or f loors. Things 
jump out of the background, colours spring from the common base that attests 
their obscure nature, f igures are defined by their covering more than their con-
tour. 
GILES DELEUZE, The Fold

The planes of stage, prompter’s box, and audience seem to sl ide from grasp as 
I  watch your f i lm. What f irst appears to be a sol id stage abruptly steps into a 
crypt-l ike space containing a seat and a script. Painted clouds are f i lmed at an 
oblique angle so that they reveal themselves as f lat boards. Spotl ights graze con-
tours and hol low out spaces only to ref i l l  them with a wake of obscurity. Space 
is constantly divided between backstage and onstage, i l lusion and its machinery, 
l ight and dark. 
One prompter describes the importance of wearing black in order to ensure obs-
curity. We never see the prompters in the f i lm; you only include their voices. But 
they inhabit the f i lm as much as they do the theatre. Defined by their covering—
inside and on another level—the prompters’ presence is as invisible and vital as 
the caterpi l lar’s thread. The f inal voice we hear expresses hope that theatr ical 
prompting wil l  be revived and respected again. You too once worked as a promp-
ter, and you say that you made this f i lm part ly to advocate the cause of this 
now-endangered profession. Advocate derives from the Latin for ‘giving voice’ to 
something: your f i lm helps a community f ind its voice. Like your encounter with 
the l i tt le caterpi l lar,  The Invisible Voice encourages a form of respectful regard 
for the l i fe of others. I f  we l isten, and look—although we might not always see 
clearly—we can be with others in an intuit ive cohabitation founded upon the dim-
ming and brightening, diminuendo and crescendo, loss and recal l  of each other’s 
presence.    
In The Invisible Voice, images and darkness dance with Louise Alenius’s score. 
Nimble and poised, there are continual sl ippages and leaps in the dark. I  was re-
minded of this poem: 

Dark things are drawn to brighter,
bodies thin away in a f lowing
of colours, colours in musics. So
disappearance is the venture of ventures.

     EUGENIO MONTALE, “Portami i l  girasole…” 

Becca Voelcker
Harvard University, 2016
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